Senior Class Council
Kristen Harold: Senior Class Council Treasurer, Progress
Martin Gonzalez: Senior Class Council Vice President, Progress
Chrystal Fernandes: Senior Class Council President, Progress
Emily Lemasters: Senior Class Council Vice President, The Movement
Mathieu Douceur Jr.: Senior Class Council Secretary, The Movement
Ryan Welsh: Senior Class Council, Treasurer, The Movement
Brooke Deering: Senior Class Council President, The Movement
Halle Costello: Senior Class Council Secretary, Progress

Union Board
Katie Feldkirchner: The Movement
Jada Mohorn: The Movement
Judd Williams: The Movement
Shane O'Connor: The Movement
Andrew D. Silver: The Movement
Will Gooden: The Movement
Noah Soleim: The Movement
Johnathan (JD) Dorsey: The Movement
Nina Chong: The Movement
Reese Mills: The Movement
Daniela Reyes: Progress
Jenna Dake: Progress
Ian Hughes: Progress
Liz Iaconis: Progress
Fabian Fernandez: Progress
Josh Lowe: Progress
Alexa Rodriguez: Progress
Madison McGough: Progress
Jared Barrett: Progress
JP Gutierrez III: The Movement
Jack Rowan: Progress
Zach Hansen: The Movement
Angelika Skrabe: Independent
Ryan Welch: Progress

**Executive Branch**
Jalen C. Blocker: Student Body President, Progress
Griffin Leckie, Student Body Vice President, Progress
Emily Boden: Student Body Treasurer, Progress
Nastassia “Tazzy” Janvier: Student Body President, The Movement
Colbi Thykadavil: Student Body Vice President, The Movement
John "None of the Above or Below" Alvarez: Student Body President, Independent
Kahleel Gray: Student Body Treasurer, The Movement

**Undergraduate Studies**
Gabriel Pfeuffer-Ferguson: Undergraduate Studies Seat 4, Progress
Jack Wilkinson: Undergraduate Studies Seat 12, Progress
Autumn Anderson: Undergraduate Studies Seat 2, Progress
Adam Bowling: Undergraduate Seat 14, Progress
Savannah Stewart: Undergraduate Studies Seat 16, The Movement
Joseph Keyser: Undergraduate Studies Seat 2, The Movement
Cassidy Branch: Undergraduate Studies Seat 24, The Movement
Mateo Guillamont: Undergraduate Studies Seat 10, The Movement
Jacob Remler: Undergraduate Studies Seat 18, The Movement
Franceska Edouard: Undergraduate Studies Seat 18, Progress
Maia Taveras: Undergraduate Studies Seat 22, Progress
Ben Martinez: Undergraduate Studies Seat 6, Progress
Hanna VanderLey: Undergraduate Studies, Seat 6, The Movement
Jason Puwalski: Undergraduate Studies Seat 12, The Movement
Olivia Oles: Undergraduate Studies Seat 16, Progress
Jamie Botel: Undergraduate Studies Seat 10, The Movement
Travis Zittrauer: Undergraduate Studies Seat 20, The Movement
Trevor Murray: Undergraduate Studies, Seat 22, Movement
Kamilla Knyazeva: Undergraduate Studies, Seat 20, Progress
Josh Powell: Undergraduate Studies Senate Seat 24, Progress
Chase Alan Freeman: Seat 8 Undergraduate Studies, Progress

**College of Arts and Sciences**

James Bateman: Arts and Sciences, Seat 4, Biological Sciences, The Movement
Iris Hollinger: Senate, Arts and Sciences, Seat 6, Psychology, The Movement
Brandon Louzada: College of Arts and Sciences, Seat 8, THE Movement
Gabbi Little: Arts and Sciences Seat 12, Progress
Cesar Garcia: Arts and Sciences Seat 8, Progress
Cami Myers: College of Arts and Sciences Seat 2, Progress
Brian Bouchard: College of Arts and Sciences Seat 4, Progress
Megan Bettley: College of Arts and Sciences Seat 10, Progress
Abril Hunter: College of Arts & Sciences Senate Seat 6, Progress
Danielle Williams: College of Arts and Sciences, Seat 2, The Movement
William Zak: Arts and Sciences Seat 10, The Movement

**Social Sciences & Public Policy**

Ireland Hadley: College of Social Sciences and Public Policy Seat 4, The Movement
Chloe Connor: College of Social Sciences and Public Policy Seat 6, The Movement
Faith Jankowski: College of Social Sciences & Public Policy, Seat 2, The Movement
Ashley Gonzalez Ferraro: College of Social Sciences and Public Policy Seat 2, Progress
Venishca Moriah: College of Social Sciences Seat 6, Progress
Jason Maymon: Seat 4, College of Social Sciences, Progress

Business
Aaron Russo: Senate, College of Business, Seat 2, Progress
Evan Miller: College of Business Seat 4, Progress
Stephanie Dodson: College of Business Seat 4, The Movement
Hailey Berger: College of Business Seat 2, The Movement
Max Bryan: College of Business Seat 6, Progress
Bruno Rossi: College of Business, Seat 6, The Movement

Engineering
Matt Fowler: College of Engineering Senate Seat 2, Progress
Peter Tsouroukdissian: College of Engineering, Seat 2, The Movement

Social Work
Jordan Naranjo: College of Social Work Senate Seat 2, Progress
Saraí Palacio: College of Social Work Seat 2, The Movement

Education
Destinie Noel: College of Education Seat 2, The Movement
Gianna Formica: College of Education Seat 2, Progress

Communication & Information
Jordan Thau: College of Communication and Information Seat 2, Progress
Mia Catania: College of Communication and Information Seat 2, The Movement

Human Sciences
Jenna Rodgers: Human Sciences Seat 2, The Movement
Edward Pedraja: Human Sciences Seat 2, Progress
Fine Arts
Patrick DuChêne: College of Fine Arts Seat 2, Progress
Aidan Mitchell: College of Fine Arts Seat 2, The Movement

Uncontested
Greg Reeves: College of Criminology and Criminal Justice Seat 2, The Movement
Samantha Satizabal-Prieto: College of Music Seat 2, The Movement